What will you find on this summary sheet?

This document summarizes the scientific literature regarding Quality of health care in the context of health care for international migrants within the Region of the Americas. The information provided here is based on a broader scoping review of the published scientific literature regarding international migrants’ health in the Region of the Americas between January 2016 and October 2021.

This summary sheet is a narrative and descriptive synthesis of several main topics related to the field, with focus on international migration and health in the region. It does not fully represent the heterogeneity of information available internationally in terms of type of migrants, countries of origin, and study designs; however, it provides a description of general patterns often found in this literature. In this scoping review, 33 articles addressed quality of health care in the context of international migrants.

The results presented in the following scientific literature review summary sheet are based selected articles from the review and is not intended to be an exhaustive review of all current literature. You can find all references in the interactive dashboard located within PAHO’s Information Platform on Health and Migration.

Access the PAHO Information Platform on Health and Migration

Are there other similar scientific literature summary sheets on international migrants’ health available?

The scoping review on international migrants’ health included a total of 709 academic articles, categorized within three broad themes: health outcomes, health systems and health determinants. All these articles are described and presented in an interactive dashboard along with 11 other similar summary sheets are available that touch upon more specific categories within these three major topics. If you want to learn more about quality of and access to care, you can find related information in the summary sheet on Health Care Access.
Quality and Acceptability of Care: General Findings

Once patients go past initial barriers to healthcare, quality and acceptability of care becomes relevant and may imply new barriers to seeking further care, as for instance, some international migrants may have the perception that the care received in the country of arrival is worse than in the country of origin (1). On the other hand, quality and acceptability may also be facilitators, as other immigrant groups in different contexts report general appreciation of the care delivered (2).

- When describing acceptability in the context of human mobility and diversity, evidence highlights that emphasis is placed on culturally sensitive healthcare. Achieving culturally sensitive care requires culturally diverse patients to identify the care delivered and its context of delivery as respectful of their culture, leading them to feeling comfortable, trusting, and respected (3).

- Studies also found that healthcare professionals may hold stereotypical views on international patients, and this may be reflected during provision of care, as reported in Argentina in relation to Bolivian immigrant women (4) and in Brazil towards Bengali immigrants (5). They may also have very limited knowledge of the patients’ culture and country of origin, as reported by Haitian patients in the United States of America (USA), or of the context in the country of origin, as observed by Colombian and Venezuelan asylum seekers and refugees in Chile when seeking mental healthcare in relation to experiencing traumatic events (6).

- In both the USA and Canada, international migrants express dissatisfaction with delivery of healthcare with regards to their relationship with their provider and different studies point to dissatisfaction related to short and impersonal appointments (1,7).

- A few studies found that some patients felt that because of cultural differences, healthcare professionals should take the time to explain procedures to patients, include culturally relevant references and listen to patients’ needs, establishing a horizontal relationship rather than a hierarchical one and fostering patient-centred care (8–12). For instance, despite language gaps, a trusting relationship with providers is a facilitator of adherence to care among Spanish-speaking Latino adults with poorly controlled diabetes in the USA (13). Additionally, in the same country, physicians may be a trusted source of information on key lifestyle issues such as physical activity and screen-time among children (14).

- Evidence shows that disparities have been detected among foreign-born patients compared to nationals in the USA, Chile, and Brazil (5,15–17) due to language gaps (18) and in other cases, potentially due to bias (19).

- Fostering patient-centered care and positive patient-provider relationship may also imply including patients in decision-making, something that has been challenging to achieve, as for instance an observational quantitative study carried out in the USA with immigrant black men found that most had been tested for prostate cancer without being made aware by their physician (20) and another study also carried out in the USA, with Latino immigrant women, found that low acculturation led to less informed decision-making with regards to cancer treatment (21).
Beyond delivery of care, patients from different cultural backgrounds may have different expectations regarding appointment management, expressing dissatisfaction with wait times before an appointment, as observed in the USA (22).

On the one hand, research conducted shows that communication challenges arise mainly due to providers and patients not speaking the same language, as identified in the USA, Canada, Brazil, and Chile (23–26). Additionally, gaps in communication may arise from cultural differences (27–29).

In the USA and Canada, providers pointed to the lack of adequate support and training, like the absence of bilingual health education materials and interpretive services, specifically with regards to care in refugee settings hindering trusting therapeutic relationships with their patients (30).

**HOST COUNTRIES’ INITIATIVES**

Studies found that most interventions and initiatives were developed and implemented under a culturally sensitive approach, and some were aimed specifically at improving relevance and acceptability of services (31–35) or information materials (36–39) promoting culturally and linguistically relevant solutions to gaps in the health system for international migrants.

Other interventions were aimed at improving general access to care and a Canadian health education program improved health navigation and knowledge of the Canadian healthcare system among international migrants and refugees (40), while another one in the USA reduced disparities in emergency department use for Spanish-speaking young children (41).

Some initiatives focus on training existing health workforce, as for instance in New Mexico healthcare professionals are trained on healthcare eligibility and migration status to avoid discrimination (31). Other initiatives focus on with including additional health agents, either in the community or within healthcare centers to facilitate access and promote acceptability. Community navigators provide culturally and language-sensitive guidance to immigrant populations to reduce barriers to access in the USA and Canada (42,43) and in Brazil, Bolivian health agents were deployed to reach Bolivian immigrants facing barriers to access healthcare (44). More specifically, peer-counselling for tuberculosis treatment adherence among Latino immigrant high-school students in the USA (45) and promotion of psychosocial well-being for adolescent forced-migrants in the USA and Canada (46) have been implemented. In the same line, some strategies aimed at promoting vaccination (47) and colorectal cancer screening (48) among Asian immigrants used community or lay health workers. Specifically for Latino immigrant populations, Spanish-speaking health promotors have been deployed in initiatives aimed at preventing non-communicable diseases through lifestyle changes (49,50) or to promote colorectal cancer screening (51) or mental health (52,53).

With regards to promoting acceptability of care, in Chile, or cross-cultural facilitators, have gained prominence to facilitate, reduce, and fill communication gaps due to cultural and linguistic differences mostly between Creole-speaking Haitian patients and their healthcare providers (23). Interpreters have also been included in delivery of care among refugees in the USA and Canada (25). However, although the experience has been mainly positive in Chile, in the USA and Canada, including a third-party in medical consultations has been challenging. Healthcare professionals point to difficulties related to not trusting that interpreters properly translate without moral, cultural, or gender bias, disruption linked to interpreting via phone, and the limited knowledge some interpreters may have of medical terms (25).
Barriers to the use of trained interpreters in consultations with refugees in four resettlement countries: a qualitative analysis using normalization process theory (25)

Primary care practitioners in refugee resettlement countries provide care to refugees, for whom access to trained interpreters is a priority. However, there are barriers to the implementation of interpreted consultations, and a lack of international, theoretically informed research. This study aims to understand such barriers in four resettlement countries using Normalization Process Theory, through a cross-sectional online survey with networks of primary care practitioners who care for refugees in Australia, Canada, Ireland, and the USA, with qualitative data regarding barriers to interpreter use.

Results show that, in all countries, the use of an interpreter had communication challenges between providers and patients, that can impede primary care consultation goals. Practitioners did not always have confidence in interpreted consultations, describing poor professional practice by some interpreters.

*It is obvious that when we are talking about sensitive information particularly mental health issues, the interpreters can be uncomfortable with the subject matter and at times appear to be either leading the patient/family member to an answer or providing a negative answer for them. (US respondent 17).*

*Potentially giving patient medical advice that is different than what I have said. (Canadian respondent 12).*

Findings from this study can be used to inform policies and interventions to improve skills and resources for interpreted consultations in primary care.
Impact of Venezuelan immigration on medical care at the largest hospital in Roraima, Brazil: qualitative analysis (26)

The growing flow of Venezuelan immigration in Brazilian territory has prompted discussions about their insertion into the community. The health system of Roraima has the challenge of universalization of access to the immigrant population, so this study attempts to understand repercussions of this phenomenon from the perspective of health professionals through a qualitative study.

Based on a categorical analysis of obstacles in health care, researchers identified structural problems (frailties in infrastructure and lack of technical professionals) and ethnocultural problems that represent a limiting factor for quality health care.

Within ethnocultural barriers language is noted as the most important one. However, based on interviewees’ statements and participant observation, researchers noted that most nursing technicians have resistance to using Spanish.

“The language interferes more on their side! They don’t put the slightest effort into learning how to speak Portuguese. We strive to try to pass on the information, many of them think that we have to learn to speak Spanish. I say: “No! You have to learn to speak Portuguese, you are in Brazil. You are the ones that have to learn.”” (E10)

Researchers also found that interviewees lack permanent education regarding immigrants’ health. This could mitigate reported difficulties, since it would be more prudent for providers to adapt and understand patients’ needs and limitations, than the other way around.

“We only have training [in the field of] nursing, but not to serve foreigners. We even have patients from Lethen, Guyana, and also immigrants from Haiti” (E8)

Findings from this study may help to reflect critically on health investments for ensuring efficacy, dignity, and humanity to immigrants.
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